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@Shaezbreizh How to know it's in x64t just to start? This question goes all the way to cs4_02_nmall00.ydr. How did you know that this is the texture @charles10241 was looking for? Only the name does not say. You used OpenIV to display, didn't you? Well, OpenIV is a tool and you knew where to look.
However, this is not well known, and there is no reason to laugh at others because they do not know! Last revised date 09/11/20 Narcotics Dealer This job allows you to produce and sell drugs like and weeds, meth, coke, etc. You can find the weed locations on your map to go there and find out. The weed
farm in Grandma's house is where you can either get weed seeds either they can or you don't smoke on the water is where you can buy the things you need to plant the weed figure it out, be smart After harvesting your plants you need to go to town and sell to locals Some will not buy them some, it's all
random. Craft/Research Craft is, as it says, that items are used to make other items. Each craftable item now needs a blueprint. This blueprint must be in your inventory to make it. It doesn't matter if you remember where to put the items or not - no blueprint, no craft. Blueprints appear along the bottom bar
of the user interface. Click on it - and fill in the items you need, and then click Craft. That's it. How do you get blueprints? Any handy item can be redesigned. To do this, use the Reasearch table (YouTool). To do this: Place Blueprint Paper (YouTool) in the blue square area of the user interface. Take the
item you want to rework and place it in a slot and click Research That's it - you still need to go the right square for the item - but this is a 1 in 8 chance they will live. BLUEPRINTS CAN NOT BE STORED IN VEHICLES - The recipes are something you need to find smart on your own. Money laundering is
where you go to turn your dirty money into clean money It's on the card as a red dollar sign marks money laundering is only open at certain times Find the information on Own Page or you can now wash your money at home find the information on your own Street Races Head to one of the locations on the
map OR simply place a waypoint, Then collect some friends then use the following syntax for the command: /race #RACERS BUY IN For example - If I wanted to race with 3 friends with a purchase in 1000 dollars, I would /race 3 1000 After doing this, it will prompt you to wait for other players. You get a
context to press E to join. If everyone participates, the race is on. Money is deducted when participating in the race (for racers) and the race setup (for the setup driver) gives the winner everything. Use /endrace to cancel. en: Localizaciones del Desierto de Grand Se'ora espa'ol Editar Compartir You Tool
You Tool es una ferreter'a que aparece en Grand Theft Auto V. Es un gran local, que se ubica sobre la Se'ora Freeway, en Blaine County. El local's unaccesible. De De Radios, Hay propaganda de este local. Curiosidades Es una parodia de The Home Depot, famosa empresa de ferreter'as
estadounidense. El nombre del local puede ser una referencia al sitio You Tube. Localizaciones del Desierto de Grand Seéora El contenido de la comunidad esté disponible bajo CC-BY-SA a menos que se indique lo contrario. in: Company, Company in GTA V, Hardware English Share RetailHome
ImprovementHardware Grand Theft Auto VGrand Theft Auto Online Senora Freeway, Grand Senora Desert You Tool is a retail, home improvement and hardware company featured in Grand Theft Auto V. Description A You Tool Store can be found on Senora Freeway in the Grand Senora Desert, Blaine
County, although it is not accessible. It includes a large car park, a discount Jewels store and a self-storage service called Carson. A sprunk vending machine is located right in front of the entrance. Flags on the building show the National Flag of the United States and the State Flag of San Andreas. The
deal is advertised on the radio and by Imran Shinowa during the reality show Fame or Shame. Influence The company is a parody of The Home Depot and Lowe's, two competing big-box hardware stores in North America. The orange signposted and the shopping trolleys near the entrance are probably
references to The Home Depot, while the dark blue building and the arched shape of the store front is probably a nod to Lowe's. Radio Commercial Imaging Voice: Sure, you work in an office. Sure, you make Pilates. Yes, your wife makes more money than you. But don't let anyone tell you you're not a
man. Let them know - they are a tool! You tool! The do-it-yourself mega hardware store for guys like you - real tools. Guys who don't have to hire plumbers or electricians, guys who do it themselves - tools! Workers are not geniuses, and neither are you. Show this to your wife once and for all on You Tool.
Buy a circular saw - any guy can use one of them; Gardening is for children. Wire like the pros and make your home the safe place to be proud of. Show that woman who is boss - the guy with the belt full of equipment and a house under control. Show your wife who the family tool is - You Tool, the mega
hardware supermarket. Weapons A crowbar is located to the left of the main entrance, next to the washing machines. Gallery Tool Shop on Senora Freeway.Add a photo to this gallery Trivia The name is a reference to the insult you tool, a tool a person who lacks the mental ability to know that they are
being used. The nominus tool in this term is often used as a synonym for penis, probably rock stars' crude sense of humor. The You Tool Store has some similarities to the Davis Mega Mall. To both locations the same Discount Jewels Shop and the Carson Self-Storage Service. In some places on the
western hill of Mt. Chiliad, the player will find some scattered garbage. The papers and extracts found there appear to be invoices or delivery notes of these Only. Companies with GTA V Hardware Community content are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Do you want to score some rare
GTA 5 vehicles online? Read on as we have the ultimate guide (including photos and places) how to find where and when they are. Enjoy! First, here are some general tips for spawning cars in GTA 5: If the car you want is on Simeon's list, it has a better chance of spawning. After waiting a while, refresh
the list, or quit GTA Online and return. If you drive a car from the same manufacturer as you want, it has a better chance of spawning. If you switch to Options, Spawn Location and then Last Location on the GTA Online menu screen, you can go from lobby to lobby until the car you want spawns. The
following vehicles are known to spawn in the places described below. We have also included the relevant GTA 5 map locations, so you should be hired! Modded Dubsta 2 Extremely Rare The modified Dubsta 2 is an extremely rare spawn and requires specific actions before it can be purchased. This
article provides specific instructions. Obey Tailgater Rare The Obey Tailgater appears in the parking lot of the golf course in the area shown here on the map. However, it will only appear if you have received a text message from Simeon asking you to receive it. Canis Bodhi Common To spawn the Canis
Bodhi, you must either host or join rock star-created Mission Dirt Road. It is then displayed in the position on the map, between rocks on the road. You can also buy the Canis Bodhi for 25,000 dollars from southernsanandreassuperautos.com. Canis Mesa Semi-Rare To get the Canis Mesa, you have
another player who spends 7,500 dollars with Merryweather to send mercenaries to you. Shoot the mercenaries and steal the vehicle when they appear and take it to the LS Custom Shop. Imponte Phoenix Semi-Rare Look for the Imponte Phoenix shown in the location on the map. Submarine Common
The submarine will be in the water on the edge of the area. Declasse Asea Very Rare You can only get the Declasse Asea as a new character. If you choose a car to drive with in the tutorial, select declasse Asea. After the end of the race, hold the car and continue until you can take it to the LS Custom
Shop. Karin Rebel Common The Karin Rebel will be shown outside the Criminal Records race in the area on the map. You can also buy the Karin Rebel for 3,000 dollars from southernsanandreassuperautos.com. Karin BeeJay XL Common The Karin BeeJay XL will be outside the Criminal Records race
in the area shown on the map. Tornado Rare The Declasse Tornado appears at the docks on the map near a garage. Declasse Granger Rare The Declasse Granger will spawn in the parking lots and a garage in the area shown on the map. Declasse Rancher XL Semi-Rare The Declasse Ranger XL will
spawn parked outside garages and be driven through the streets in the area shown on the map. Imponte Ruiner Rare Ruiner will spawn in parking lots in the area on the map. Mammoth Patriot Common Go to the point marked on the map below. The mammoth patriot is either parked on the dirt road near
the bridge or driven through the streets at night. Karin Sultan Rare Karin Sultan RS Rare You can of course not find the modified version of the Sultan RS in the open world, but you can find the normal Karin Sultan and upgrade it to the Sultan RS. There are two guaranteed spawning points where you can
find the Sultan RS. The best thing about these places is that the car spawns in a group of two or three! The first location is the prison car park. If you can't find the car, then just drive around the prison and a new set of cars should appear. Try it a few times and if you still don't see the car, just find a new
GTA online session and try again. We found the car after two session changes and drive around a few times The second reliable location is the Maze Bank Arena parking lot. The car can be found in the parking lot of the arena. If you don't see the car, then repeat the same process of changing your
session and drive around the stadium to update the cars. It has also been reported by a number of players that if you drive around these places in an Elegy RH8, then the probability of a sultan spawning is higher... and, there is no harm in it as you can get Elegy RH8 for free. Now, to upgrade your regular
sultan to the Sultan RS, you can either go to LS Customs and add a roll cage to get the RS version, or go to Benny's Original Motor Works and upgrade your normal Sultan to Sultan RS by paying a hefty GTA 795,000. Also, if you go to LS Customs, you need to add all the performance improvements to
actually turn the car into a proper RS with improved acceleration and handling - adding a roller cage is for decorative purposes only! Western Motorcycle Company Excavator Very Rare This motorcycle will spawn on the sidewalks in the area shown on the map. Bravado FIB Buffalo Rare In the area on the
map, make your way to the satellite dishes and the road to Los Santos customs. If you park at the first satellite dish between 10:00 and 11:00, you should see the people nearby. Leave your car and move on until you find scientists, FIB agents and two parked cars that will be either FIB Buffalos or
Grangers. Steal one. Note: You cannot save the FIB Buffalo. Bravado Rumpo Rare The Weazel News Bravado Rumpo spawn at the spot shown on the map below just outside the gang's attack zone. Being able to display normal parked along the sidewalks. Regular rumpo vans spawn at 11:25 a.m. on
Sundays at the place below. The Weazel News Rumpo spawns on Sundays between 17:00 and 17:47 at the place below. Karin Dilettante Rare The Karin Dilettante will drive on the roads in the areas shown on the map. Bravado Youga Very rare The Bravado Youga is a rare spawn for position shown
below. There is a common spawn shown in the places here, near Ammu Nation, saturdays at 5 p.m. Bravado FIB Granger Rare In the area on the map, make your way to the satellite dishes and the road to Los Santos inches. If you park at the first satellite dish between 10:00 and 11:00, you should see
the people nearby. Leave your car and move on until you find scientists, FIB agents and two parked cars that will be either FIB Buffalos or Grangers. Steal one. Note: You cannot save the FIB Granger. Schyster Fusilade Semi-Rare The Schyster Fusilade spawns in the area shown on the map below on
Sunday at 11:25 a.m. Vapid Peyote Semi-Rare The Vapid Peyote spawns in the areas shown on the map below on Sunday between 1:00 and 4:00. Albany Manana Rare The Albany Manana spawns in the encircled area on the map below, and sometimes spawners are driven through the marked roads.
Chevel Surge Semi-Rare The Chevel Surge spawns outside the Video Alcove Store, which is marked mondays between 6:00 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. on the map below. Karin Futo Common The area marked on the map is just one of the many areas that Karin Futo spawns. The best time to find one is
between 19:00 and 2:00. Rat Loader Rare The rat loader is parked between the trailers at the spot marked on the map, late at night, after midnight. Albany Buccaneer Rare The Albany Buccaneer can be found in the locations marked on the map between 11:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on Wednesdays.
Declasse Sabre Turbo Rare The Declasse Sabre Turbo spawns at the locations marked on the map below, on Saturdays between 16:00 and 17:45. Vapid Dominator Rare The Vapid Dominator is parked in front of the customs of Los Santos on Tuesday evening in the area marked on the map. Karin
Intruder Rare The Karin Intruder is driven on the roads marked below between 12:00 and 14:00 on Mondays. Declasse Tornado - Mariachi Variant Semi-Rare To get the mariachi shape of the Declasse Tornado, take a sniper rifle to the area marked below at 7 p.m. From the top of the mountain, you
search with the sniper rifle for a distant mariachi declasse tornado, which is hunted by the police. Shoot the people in the car and then either steal or call Lester. Take it to Los Santos customs and put a tracker on it. Note: The Mariachi Declasse Tornado cannot be saved at first, but you can put it in your
garage as soon as you take out another vehicle. Ubermatch Sentinel XS Semi-Rare You can catch the Ubermatch Sentinel XS in the area marked on the map below. Modded Power Sentinel XS (Rare) You can find the spawn location based on our video below: Modded XL (Rare) You can find the spawn
location based on this video below: below:
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